Friday, 28 April

10.00-11.30 Guest talk: Empirical Observation and the Shaping of Greco-Roman Ideas of Mind
Dr. Orly Lewis, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

11.45-13.15: From al-Kindī to Ibn Sīnā, by way of al-ʿAmīrī
Nicholas Allan Aubin, HU
(Response: Davlat Dadikhuda, LMU)

13.15-15.00 Lunch

15.00-16.30: Wanting Everything and Nothing: Plotinus on Formlessness, Intelligible Matter, and the Desire for the Good
Bethany Somma, LMU
(Response: Antonio Vargas, HU)

16.30-16.45 Coffee break

Rosa Matera, HU
(Response: Max Bergamo, LMU)

18.15-18.30 Coffee break

18.30-20.00 Guest talk: Causal Definitions in the Posterior Analytics and the Metaphysics
Dr. Christian Pfeiffer, LMU

20.30 Conference Dinner

Saturday, 29 April

10.00-11.30 Keynote: The Liaison between Analytic and Ancient Philosophy and Its Consequences
Prof. Dr. Christof Rapp, LMU

11.30-11.45 Coffee break

11.45-13.15 Primary Matter and Contrariety in GC II 1 and 5
Sirio Trentini, LMU
(Response: Robert Roreitner, HU)

13.15-15.00 Lunch

15.00-16.30 What is Philosophy for Aristotle?
Ronja Hildebrandt, HU
(Response: Melpomeni Vogiatzi, LMU)

Venue: MUSAΦ, Leopoldstraße 11b, Room 433

Contact: antonio.ferro13@gmail.com
robert.roreitner@gmail.com